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147Lessons from the Past: Control vs. Alt Hotkeys

  intuitive: CTRL ! P " print, CTRL ! S " save, and so on.  Figure 20.1    shows some 
hotkeys from the Notepad application. 

 Relying on intuitiveness works well  for a small number of keys , but it breaks 
down quickly—if CTRL ! C means “copy,” then what is the hotkey for “center”? 
This is roughly parallel to the naïve designer’s notion of gesture mappings: we 
map the physical action to some property in its function (if we want “help,” draw 
a question mark!). However, we quickly learn that this approach does not scale: 
Frequently used functions may overlap (consider “copy” and “cut”). This gives rise 
to shortcuts such as CTRL ! H for “fi nd next” (CTRL ! R is “center”, in case you 
were racking your brain). We also note the use of function keys as CTRL short-
cuts—even though they don’t actually use the CTRL key, they are still notionally 
CTRL shortcuts, as we shall see.  

 Because intuitive mappings can take us only so far, the menu provides the sec-
ond mechanism for hotkey  learning : the functions in the menu system are labeled 
with their hotkey invocation. This approach is a reasonable one. We provide users 
with an in-place help system labeling functions with a more effi cient means of exe-
cuting them. However, a sophisticated designer must ask themselves, “What does 
the transition from novice to expert look like?” 

 In the case of Control shortcuts, the novice-to-expert transition requires a leap 
on the part of the user: we ask her to fi rst learn the application using the mouse, 
pointing at menus and selecting functions spatially. To become a power user, she 
must then make the conscious decision to stop using the menu system and begin 
to use hotkeys. When the user makes this decision, it will at fi rst come at the cost 
of a loss of effi ciency, as she moves from being an expert in one system, the mouse-
based menus, to being a novice in the hotkey system. We term this cost the  gulf of 
competence . The graph in  Figure 20.3    demonstrates this idea—at the time that the 
user tries to switch from mouse to keyboard, she slows down. 

 FIGURE 20.1 

  The Control hotkeys are shown in the File menu in Notepad. Note that the key choices are 
selected to be intuitive (by matching the fi rst letter of the function name).    

CH020.indd   147CH020.indd   147 2/1/2011   5:50:13 PM2/1/2011   5:50:13 PM

Widgor and Wixon, Chapter 20: self-
revealing gestures, in Brave NUI World
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Figure 1. The user wants to open a new tab but is not sure of the hotkey. He visually locates the button in the toolbar (boxed on left), then presses the
Command key ( ) to activate ExposeHK, which overlays toolbar items with available hotkeys (right). He completes the command by pressing T.

ABSTRACT
Keyboard shortcuts allow fast interaction, but they are known
to be infrequently used, with most users relying heavily on
traditional pointer-based selection for most commands. We
describe the goals, design, and evaluation of ExposeHK, a
new interface mechanism that aims to increase hotkey use. Ex-
poseHK’s four key design goals are: 1) enable users to browse
hotkeys; 2) allow non-expert users to issue hotkey commands
as a physical rehearsal of expert performance; 3) exploit spa-
tial memory to assist non-expert users in identifying hotkeys;
and 4) maximise expert performance by using consistent short-
cuts in a flat command hierarchy. ExposeHK supports these
objectives by displaying hotkeys overlaid on their associated
commands when a modifier key is pressed. We evaluated Ex-
poseHK in three empirical studies using toolbars, menus, and
a tabbed ‘ribbon’ toolbar. Results show that participants used
more hotkeys, and used them more often, with ExposeHK than
with other techniques; they were faster with ExposeHK than
with either pointing or other hotkey methods; and they strongly
preferred ExposeHK. Our research shows that ExposeHK can
substantially improve the user’s transition from a ‘beginner
mode’ of interaction to a higher level of expertise.
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INTRODUCTION
Hotkeys, also called keyboard shortcuts or accelerators, offer
a shortcut alternative to pointer-based selection of commands
from toolbars and menus. Their efficiency stems from three
mechanical advantages over pointing: first, in many tasks such
as word-processing, the hands rest on the keyboard, so hotkeys
eliminate the need to move the hand to a pointing device and
back; second, they eliminate the need for a pointing round-trip
from the workspace to the control widgets and back; and third,
they allow a wide range of commands to be selected with a
single key combination, thus removing the need to traverse
a menu or tab hierarchy. A variety of theoretical models
(e.g., KLM [7]) and empirical studies (e.g, Odell et al. [24])
demonstrate that hotkeys improve user performance.

Despite this potential, hotkeys are under-used: several studies
have demonstrated that few users employ any form of shortcut
interface [1, 5, 9, 19, 20]. Carroll’s ‘paradox of the active user’
[9] suggests that users are simply too engaged in their tasks
to consider learning alternative strategies or methods, even
if these methods may eventually improve performance. In
addition, keyboard shortcuts require that users learn hotkeys
beforehand, potentially resulting in errors due to incorrect
hotkey/command memory associations.

The poor adoption of hotkeys and other high-performance
interface techniques creates a substantial usability problem.
While the performance difference between hotkeys and pointer-
based commands may be small for some actions, it can be large
when command activation involves hierarchical navigation
(such as a menu-cascade) or when selecting widgets located
far from the workspace. These small performance differences
can compound into substantial effects when multiplied across
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Figure 1. The user wants to open a new tab but is not sure of the hotkey. He visually locates the button in the toolbar (boxed on left), then presses the
Command key ( ) to activate ExposeHK, which overlays toolbar items with available hotkeys (right). He completes the command by pressing T.

ABSTRACT
Keyboard shortcuts allow fast interaction, but they are known
to be infrequently used, with most users relying heavily on
traditional pointer-based selection for most commands. We
describe the goals, design, and evaluation of ExposeHK, a
new interface mechanism that aims to increase hotkey use. Ex-
poseHK’s four key design goals are: 1) enable users to browse
hotkeys; 2) allow non-expert users to issue hotkey commands
as a physical rehearsal of expert performance; 3) exploit spa-
tial memory to assist non-expert users in identifying hotkeys;
and 4) maximise expert performance by using consistent short-
cuts in a flat command hierarchy. ExposeHK supports these
objectives by displaying hotkeys overlaid on their associated
commands when a modifier key is pressed. We evaluated Ex-
poseHK in three empirical studies using toolbars, menus, and
a tabbed ‘ribbon’ toolbar. Results show that participants used
more hotkeys, and used them more often, with ExposeHK than
with other techniques; they were faster with ExposeHK than
with either pointing or other hotkey methods; and they strongly
preferred ExposeHK. Our research shows that ExposeHK can
substantially improve the user’s transition from a ‘beginner
mode’ of interaction to a higher level of expertise.
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INTRODUCTION
Hotkeys, also called keyboard shortcuts or accelerators, offer
a shortcut alternative to pointer-based selection of commands
from toolbars and menus. Their efficiency stems from three
mechanical advantages over pointing: first, in many tasks such
as word-processing, the hands rest on the keyboard, so hotkeys
eliminate the need to move the hand to a pointing device and
back; second, they eliminate the need for a pointing round-trip
from the workspace to the control widgets and back; and third,
they allow a wide range of commands to be selected with a
single key combination, thus removing the need to traverse
a menu or tab hierarchy. A variety of theoretical models
(e.g., KLM [7]) and empirical studies (e.g, Odell et al. [24])
demonstrate that hotkeys improve user performance.

Despite this potential, hotkeys are under-used: several studies
have demonstrated that few users employ any form of shortcut
interface [1, 5, 9, 19, 20]. Carroll’s ‘paradox of the active user’
[9] suggests that users are simply too engaged in their tasks
to consider learning alternative strategies or methods, even
if these methods may eventually improve performance. In
addition, keyboard shortcuts require that users learn hotkeys
beforehand, potentially resulting in errors due to incorrect
hotkey/command memory associations.

The poor adoption of hotkeys and other high-performance
interface techniques creates a substantial usability problem.
While the performance difference between hotkeys and pointer-
based commands may be small for some actions, it can be large
when command activation involves hierarchical navigation
(such as a menu-cascade) or when selecting widgets located
far from the workspace. These small performance differences
can compound into substantial effects when multiplied across
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Figure 1. The user wants to open a new tab but is not sure of the hotkey. He visually locates the button in the toolbar (boxed on left), then presses the
Command key ( ) to activate ExposeHK, which overlays toolbar items with available hotkeys (right). He completes the command by pressing T.

ABSTRACT
Keyboard shortcuts allow fast interaction, but they are known
to be infrequently used, with most users relying heavily on
traditional pointer-based selection for most commands. We
describe the goals, design, and evaluation of ExposeHK, a
new interface mechanism that aims to increase hotkey use. Ex-
poseHK’s four key design goals are: 1) enable users to browse
hotkeys; 2) allow non-expert users to issue hotkey commands
as a physical rehearsal of expert performance; 3) exploit spa-
tial memory to assist non-expert users in identifying hotkeys;
and 4) maximise expert performance by using consistent short-
cuts in a flat command hierarchy. ExposeHK supports these
objectives by displaying hotkeys overlaid on their associated
commands when a modifier key is pressed. We evaluated Ex-
poseHK in three empirical studies using toolbars, menus, and
a tabbed ‘ribbon’ toolbar. Results show that participants used
more hotkeys, and used them more often, with ExposeHK than
with other techniques; they were faster with ExposeHK than
with either pointing or other hotkey methods; and they strongly
preferred ExposeHK. Our research shows that ExposeHK can
substantially improve the user’s transition from a ‘beginner
mode’ of interaction to a higher level of expertise.

Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Hotkeys, also called keyboard shortcuts or accelerators, offer
a shortcut alternative to pointer-based selection of commands
from toolbars and menus. Their efficiency stems from three
mechanical advantages over pointing: first, in many tasks such
as word-processing, the hands rest on the keyboard, so hotkeys
eliminate the need to move the hand to a pointing device and
back; second, they eliminate the need for a pointing round-trip
from the workspace to the control widgets and back; and third,
they allow a wide range of commands to be selected with a
single key combination, thus removing the need to traverse
a menu or tab hierarchy. A variety of theoretical models
(e.g., KLM [7]) and empirical studies (e.g, Odell et al. [24])
demonstrate that hotkeys improve user performance.

Despite this potential, hotkeys are under-used: several studies
have demonstrated that few users employ any form of shortcut
interface [1, 5, 9, 19, 20]. Carroll’s ‘paradox of the active user’
[9] suggests that users are simply too engaged in their tasks
to consider learning alternative strategies or methods, even
if these methods may eventually improve performance. In
addition, keyboard shortcuts require that users learn hotkeys
beforehand, potentially resulting in errors due to incorrect
hotkey/command memory associations.

The poor adoption of hotkeys and other high-performance
interface techniques creates a substantial usability problem.
While the performance difference between hotkeys and pointer-
based commands may be small for some actions, it can be large
when command activation involves hierarchical navigation
(such as a menu-cascade) or when selecting widgets located
far from the workspace. These small performance differences
can compound into substantial effects when multiplied across
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Figure 1. The user wants to open a new tab but is not sure of the hotkey. He visually locates the button in the toolbar (boxed on left), then presses the
Command key ( ) to activate ExposeHK, which overlays toolbar items with available hotkeys (right). He completes the command by pressing T.

ABSTRACT
Keyboard shortcuts allow fast interaction, but they are known
to be infrequently used, with most users relying heavily on
traditional pointer-based selection for most commands. We
describe the goals, design, and evaluation of ExposeHK, a
new interface mechanism that aims to increase hotkey use. Ex-
poseHK’s four key design goals are: 1) enable users to browse
hotkeys; 2) allow non-expert users to issue hotkey commands
as a physical rehearsal of expert performance; 3) exploit spa-
tial memory to assist non-expert users in identifying hotkeys;
and 4) maximise expert performance by using consistent short-
cuts in a flat command hierarchy. ExposeHK supports these
objectives by displaying hotkeys overlaid on their associated
commands when a modifier key is pressed. We evaluated Ex-
poseHK in three empirical studies using toolbars, menus, and
a tabbed ‘ribbon’ toolbar. Results show that participants used
more hotkeys, and used them more often, with ExposeHK than
with other techniques; they were faster with ExposeHK than
with either pointing or other hotkey methods; and they strongly
preferred ExposeHK. Our research shows that ExposeHK can
substantially improve the user’s transition from a ‘beginner
mode’ of interaction to a higher level of expertise.
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INTRODUCTION
Hotkeys, also called keyboard shortcuts or accelerators, offer
a shortcut alternative to pointer-based selection of commands
from toolbars and menus. Their efficiency stems from three
mechanical advantages over pointing: first, in many tasks such
as word-processing, the hands rest on the keyboard, so hotkeys
eliminate the need to move the hand to a pointing device and
back; second, they eliminate the need for a pointing round-trip
from the workspace to the control widgets and back; and third,
they allow a wide range of commands to be selected with a
single key combination, thus removing the need to traverse
a menu or tab hierarchy. A variety of theoretical models
(e.g., KLM [7]) and empirical studies (e.g, Odell et al. [24])
demonstrate that hotkeys improve user performance.

Despite this potential, hotkeys are under-used: several studies
have demonstrated that few users employ any form of shortcut
interface [1, 5, 9, 19, 20]. Carroll’s ‘paradox of the active user’
[9] suggests that users are simply too engaged in their tasks
to consider learning alternative strategies or methods, even
if these methods may eventually improve performance. In
addition, keyboard shortcuts require that users learn hotkeys
beforehand, potentially resulting in errors due to incorrect
hotkey/command memory associations.

The poor adoption of hotkeys and other high-performance
interface techniques creates a substantial usability problem.
While the performance difference between hotkeys and pointer-
based commands may be small for some actions, it can be large
when command activation involves hierarchical navigation
(such as a menu-cascade) or when selecting widgets located
far from the workspace. These small performance differences
can compound into substantial effects when multiplied across
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thousands of daily repetitions. It is therefore important to find
ways of helping users transition from the pointer to hotkeys.

Two recent studies show the state of the art in encouraging
hotkey use. Grossman et al. [12] and Krisler and Alterman
[17] investigated the use of feedback (emphasising the hotkey
after pointer selection) and cost (imposing additional steps to
complete pointer selections) as mechanisms for encouraging
adoption and use of hotkeys, with positive results.

However, these approaches have three substantial limitations.
First, they use pointer-based selection as the starting point
for hotkey presentation (i.e., the hotkey is only shown after
mouse-based selection). Consequently, users reinforce point-
ing even while trying to learn a faster non-pointer method.
Second, cost-based techniques work by penalising pointer se-
lections, rather than by making hotkeys more attractive. For
example, one of Grossman’s successful techniques imposed
a delay after pointer-based selection: the hotkey ‘incentive’
was turning users away from the old technique, rather than
actually improving performance. Third, users are unable to
exploit the spatial-location knowledge developed through prior
pointer-based selection. Users must switch entirely to the new
approach, which usually implies a temporary but substantial
reduction in performance (a ‘performance dip’ [31]) that is
likely to deter hotkey use.

We have developed and evaluated a new method for encour-
aging and improving hotkey use – called ExposeHK (EHK) –
that addresses these issues. When activated with a modifier
key (e.g., the Control key), EHK displays the hotkeys in the
application’s toolbar (see Fig.1), menu, or ribbon. Importantly,
EHK is compatible with existing toolbar and ribbon designs,
and it can be readily adapted to menus.

This work makes three main contributions. First, it describes
design principles for promoting hotkey use. Second, it presents
ExposeHK (EHK) – a system instantiating the principles with
toolbar, menu and ribbon designs. Third, it presents empirical
results showing that EHK promotes earlier and higher levels
of hotkey use, that participants are faster with it, and that they
strongly prefer EHK.

EXPOSEHK: DESIGN GOALS AND RELATED WORK
EHK uses a simple interaction mechanism to promote hotkey
use. While a modifier key is held down, all hotkeys are concur-
rently displayed on top of their graphical controls. Selections
are completed using the hotkey or by pointing.

We implemented and evaluated three forms of the technique
for toolbars (ExposeHKT, see Fig.1), menus (ExposeHKM,
see Fig.6), and ribbons (ExposeHKR, see Fig.9), with details
presented later. This section describes the design goals for
EHK, as well as key associated prior work.

Design Goals
The ultimate objective of EHK is to improve the rate at which
users attain expertise with interfaces, by promoting hotkey use.
Figure 2, adapted from [31], illustrates this idealised objective.
It shows that switching to traditional shortcuts involves a tem-
porary ‘performance dip’ that discourages their use. The dip
occurs because users who are competent with pointer-based










 



























Figure 2. Intended learning curve for ExposeHK, compared with modal-
ity switching (adapted from [31]).

selection must pause, display the hotkey, learn it, and rehearse
the key sequence. With EHK we aim instead to support a
smooth and continual transition to expert performance. We
have four goals to help EHK achieve this objective, as follows.

Goal 1: Enable hotkey browsing

In most contemporary interfaces hotkeys are not displayed
until the user posts a menu item or dwells on a toolbar item
(exceptions, such as Alt keys, are discussed with goal 4 below).
Consequently, learning hotkeys involves moving the cursor to
the point where a simple click would complete the selection
– but then pausing, awaiting the shortcut feedback, and com-
mitting it to memory before proceeding (possibly by clicking
rather than by using the shortcut). These actions can induce a
performance dip (Fig. 2) that discourages hotkey use and traps
the user in pointer-based ‘beginner mode’ [31]. Any memory
errors while learning hotkeys will further inhibit performance.

To avoid this trap, systems should allow users to browse
hotkeys without requiring a pointing action. ExposeHK meets
this goal by showing the hotkeys when a modifier key is
pressed, as shown in Figures 1 and 6. Users can therefore
initiate their command actions using the same modality that
they will ultimately use as experts. Novice users will still need
to visually search for the target interface control, but once
identified, they can press the EHK modifier key to display the
hotkeys underlying the control, avoiding the need to move
the hand to the mouse and point to the target. Furthermore,
EHK does not require that users learn hotkeys beforehand,
avoiding errors due to incorrect hotkey/command memory
associations. By providing a single modality that removes
the need to pre-learn the hotkeys we aim to minimise the
magnitude and deterrent effect of the performance dip (Fig. 2).

Goal 2: Support physical rehearsal

In analysing factors influencing the development of expertise,
Kurtenbach [19] proposed the principle of rehearsal: ‘guid-
ance should be a physical rehearsal of the way an expert
would issue a command’. He deployed this principle in mark-
ing menus, which allow novices to select items by moving the
cursor into one segment of a visually displayed ‘pie menu’ [6]
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• Alternative shapes 
– curved displays

• Curve

• Alternative interaction styles
– free-hand whole body interaction

• Videoplace

• Bridging the gap between digital and physical 
world

13
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Light Gun: Robert Everett
• early 1950s
• reads the position of a dot on 

the screen of the Whirlwind
• identified aircrafts on the CRT of  

SAGE air defense computer 
(1956)

14

Photo from Computer Desktop Encyclopedia, © 
2000 The MITRE Corporation Archives.

http://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102645102

http://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102645102
http://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102645102
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Lightpen (1957)

• stylus shaped follow-up of a Light Gun
• first interaction with a pen-shaped device on a 

screen

15

http://www.billbuxton.com/inputTimeline.html

http://www.billbuxton.com/inputTimeline.html
http://www.billbuxton.com/inputTimeline.html
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Lightpen (Sketchpad by Ivan Sutherland)

16

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USyoT_Ha_bA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USyoT_Ha_bA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USyoT_Ha_bA
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key concepts introduced by 
Sketchpad
• buttons, knob, switches for commands and 

constraints
• light pen
• pointing technique: cursor snaps to line
• bimanual interaction
• Innovation of problem solving

17
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Key Innovation of Sketchpad

• traditional computers:
– understand the problem well
– identify steps necessary to solve problem

• punch cards
• literal minded

– very elaborated calculating machine

• Solving a problem step-by-step
– begin investigating a problem and its solutions
– human-computer cooperation, human assistance

• computer seems to have intelligence

18
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Do computers today support 
problem solving?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK42Hont3to

file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
file://localhost/Users/julie/Downloads/GLIIMPSE,%20a%20smooth%20transition%20between%20markup%20code%20and%20rendered%20documents%20-%20YouTube%20%5B360p%5D.webm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK42Hont3to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK42Hont3to
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Mouse (1964)

• Douglas Engelbart
• patented in 1967
• demoed in 1968
• integrated in the computer system NLS (oN-

Line System)

http://www.billbuxton.com/inputTimeline.html

http://www.billbuxton.com/inputTimeline.html
http://www.billbuxton.com/inputTimeline.html
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Mother of all Demos (1968) - Introduction

• augmented intellect research center
– what value can we derive from machine assistance

• live demo

21

http://dougengelbart.org/events/1968-demo-highlights.html

http://dougengelbart.org/events/1968-demo-highlights.html
http://dougengelbart.org/events/1968-demo-highlights.html
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The Basics
• Word processing

– copy
• pair of words
• sentences
• paragraph
• groups of statements

• View control
– collapse text, get overview

• Formatting
– hierarchical categorization of items
– hyperlinks

22

http://dougengelbart.org/events/1968-demo-highlights.html

http://dougengelbart.org/events/1968-demo-highlights.html
http://dougengelbart.org/events/1968-demo-highlights.html
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The Devices
• pointing device 
• keyboard
• key set (chord keyboard): pressing a 

combination of keys produces a character

23
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further key aspects of NLS
• shared-screen teleconferencing system
• real-time collaboration over distance
• collaborative software development

24
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Pointing stick

25

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4Ss6F1qIHU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4Ss6F1qIHU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4Ss6F1qIHU
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Question

• what’s the difference between the mouse and 
the pointing stick?

26
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Alternative Shapes - Curved 
Displays

27

http://fireuser.com/images/uploads/ScalableDesktop_-_trade_station.preview_.jpg

Curve: Revisiting the Digital Desk

Raphael Wimmer, Fabian Hennecke, Florian Schulz†,
Sebastian Boring, Andreas Butz, Heinrich Hußmann

University of Munich
Amalienstr. 17, 80333 Munich, Germany

firstname.lastname@ifi.lmu.de, †schulzf@cip.ifi.lmu.de

ABSTRACT
Current desktop workspace environments consist of a verti-
cal area (e.g., a screen with a virtual desktop) and a horizon-
tal area (e.g., the physical desk). Daily working activities
benefit from different intrinsic properties of both of these ar-
eas. However, both areas are distinct from each other, mak-
ing data exchange between them cumbersome. Therefore,
we present Curve, a novel interactive desktop environment,
which combines advantages of vertical and horizontal work-
ing areas using a continous curved connection. This connec-
tion offers new ways of direct multi-touch interaction and
new ways of information visualization. We describe our ba-
sic design, the ergonomic adaptions we made, and discuss
technical challenges we met and expect to meet while build-
ing and configuring the system.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation:
User Interfaces - Input Devices and Strategies

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Author Keywords
curve, digital desks, direct-touch, ergonomics, interactive
surfaces, workplace, tabletop interfaces

INTRODUCTION
In 1991, Pierre Wellner presented the DigitalDesk, a digi-
tally augmented office desk [30]. The DigitalDesk can track
a user’s hands and paper documents using an overhead cam-
era. A ceiling-mounted projector displays a digital desktop
onto the physical desktop. Wellner’s work coined the con-
cept of digital desks that would support office workers in
their daily routines.

Given that a significant part of everyday office work hap-
pens at a desk and involves a computer, integrating the com-
puter desktop into the physical desktop seems like an idea

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
NordiCHI 2010, October 1620, 2010, Reykjavik, Iceland.
Copyright 2010 ACM ISBN: 978-1-60558-934-3...$5.00.

Figure 1. Curve is a digital desk concept that blends a horizontal and
a vertical interactive surface. Its design takes into account existing er-
gonomics research and own experimental findings.

worth further investigation. Regular office applications such
as word processors or spreadsheets are currently the most
important tools within professional computer use. Thus, im-
proving computer workplaces can have a significant impact
on a very large number of users. To our knowledge, little
research has happened on the use of digital desks for office
tasks.
With interactive surfaces becoming more and more ubiqui-
tous, we propose revisiting the idea of the digital desk. Cur-
rent office workplaces are hybrid environments, combining
a physical desktop with a paper-based workflow and a vir-
tual desktop within the computer screen. The horizontal
desktop is suited for placing, sorting or annotating docu-
ments. The vertical computer screen is suited for reading
text, viewing digital media, and editing text using a key-
board. Even acknowledging that there might never be a ’pa-
perless office’, the gap between physical and digital docu-
ments is wider than it needs to be. Our Curve concept (Fig-
ure 1) removes the gap between the physical desktop and
the computer screen by blending both into one large interac-
tive surface. The contributions we describe in the following
are a review of ergonomic requirements for digital desks, a
set of design guidelines, a detailed concept for digital desks
that takes these guidelines into account, and findings from a
study determining important parameters of this concept.
As this paper focuses on design and construction of digital
desks, we will only briefly discuss interaction techniques for
such systems in the final section.

Literature: 
Wimmer et al. “Curve: Revisiting the Digital Desk” CHI’10
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ABSTRACT 
Advances in sensing technology are currently bringing 
touch input to non-planar surfaces, ranging from spherical 
touch screens to prototypes the size and shape of a ping-
pong ball. To help interface designers create usable 
interfaces on such devices, we determine how touch 
surface curvature affects targeting. We present a user study 
in which participants acquired targets on surfaces of 
different curvature and at locations of different slope. We 
find that surface convexity increases pointing accuracy, 
and in particular reduces the offset between the input point 
perceived by users and the input point sensed by the 
device. Concave surfaces, in contrast, are subject to larger 
error offsets. This is likely caused by how concave surfaces 
hug the user’s finger, thus resulting in a larger contact area. 
The effect of slope on targeting, in contrast, is unexpected 
at first sight. Some targets located downhill from the user’s 
perspective are subject to error offsets in the opposite 
direction from all others. This appears to be caused by 
participants acquiring these targets using a different finger 
posture that lets them monitor the position of their fingers 
more effectively. 
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and 
presentation]: User Interfaces: Input Devices and Strate-
gies, Interaction Styles. 
Keywords: touch, non-planar, targeting, curved, flexible, 
pointing, shape of device, industrial design, form factor. Blutwurst 

General terms: Human factors. 

INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in sensor technology have allowed touch-
enabling non-planar surfaces. Examples include capacitive 
sensors in Rekimoto’s Smart Skin [17] and in Apple’s 
Magic Mouse, resistive sensors in the UnMousePad [18], 
and FTIR-based sensing in Mouse 2.0 [24]. We also have 
started to see non-planar touch screens, such as Sphere [3]. 
For large touch surfaces, such as Sphere, surface curvature 
is comparably small. The smaller the device, however, the 
stronger the average curvature becomes, as illustrated by 
Figure 2. The surface of the DI-based Mouse 2.0 corres-
ponds to a Ø15cm sphere and by sensing touch through an 
optical fiber bundle, FlyEye [29] manages to touch-enable 
a Ø 4cm ping-pong ball. As sensing technology continues 

to evolve, it seems plausible that even smaller devices, 
such as watches or even electronic jewelry, might become 
touch sensitive in the near future, resulting in touch surfac-
es of extreme curvature. 

.

d

c

b

a

 
Figure 1: Summary of findings: (a) Surface convexity increas-
es pointing accuracy and (b) concave surfaces are subject to 

larger error offsets. This is likely caused by how concave sur-
faces hug the user’s finger thus resulting in a larger contact 
area. (c) When acquiring targets on a downhill slope partici-
pants employ a hooked finger gesture, which helps them tar-
get more effectively. (d) The FTIR–based prototype we used 

in our studies. 

As researchers and engineers create these future touch de-
vices, the question arises of how to design usable interfaces 
for them. Unfortunately, there is no empirical data about 
the human factors of touch on curved surfaces yet. 
On flat surfaces, touch is comparably well understood. In 
particular, there is a series of studies investigating the fac-
tors responsible for the inaccuracy of touch, including the 
fat finger problem [26] and the (generalized) perceived 
input point model [26, 13]. While this paper is only a first 
step, our ultimate goal is to create similar metric for the 
usability of object surfaces of arbitrary shape and curva-
ture. Such a metric would allow industrial designers to as-
sess the usability of devices, similar to how the measure-
ment of wind resistance has brought rigor to the design of 
the shape of cars. 
Touch on arbitrary shapes is of very high dimensionality, 
because device, hands, and the way they can make contact 
are all of very high degree of freedom. As a first step, we 
select a tractable, self-contained subset of variables, name-
ly, single touch on spherical shapes, as these already fit 
existing devices. 
We present a user study in which participants acquired 
targets on surfaces of different curvature and at locations of 
different slope. We report how surface curvature affects 
pointing accuracy (preview in Figure 1). We provide min-
imum button sizes to help interface designers find the best 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies 
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or 
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specif-
ic permission and/or a fee. 
CHI 2011, May 7–12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
Copyright 2011 ACM  978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05....$10.00. 

CHI 2011 • Session: Non-flat Displays May 7–12, 2011 • Vancouver, BC, Canada
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Literature: 
Roudaut et al. “Touch Input on Curved Surfaces” CHI’11
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Alternative Interaction Styles - 
Videoplace 1988
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmmxVA5xhuo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmmxVA5xhuo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmmxVA5xhuo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmmxVA5xhuo
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Bridging the Gap...
• ...between physical and virtual world

– interactive paper

30

3 

building. It is unclear if such a system can be built in the 
near future, but its functionality can be provided through 
PADDs. We will come back to this point in the discussion 
section. 

PAPER AUGMENTED DIGITAL DOCUMENTS 
PADDs are primarily digital documents: they are stored in 
a digital format, are edited using computers, and are easy to 
duplicate, transmit, or archive. They can also be printed on 
paper when the affordances of paper are needed for any 
particular task. The different steps in the manipulation of a 
PADD are shown on Figure 2: PADDs are created as 
digital documents such as office documents or a CAD 
drawing. Then, when a paper copy is needed, the document 
is printed on special paper providing an absolute addressing 
system. During printing, the system records which page of 
the document is printed on which sheet of paper, as well as 
a digital snapshot of the document to be used later when 
marks will be merged back. The document can now be used 
as a normal printout, and is easy to navigate, and mark with 
a digital pen. When users wish to transfer their markings 
back to the digital version of the PADD, they simply 
synchronize their pen with a computer. Using information 
recorded at printing time, the system retrieves the digital 
document and has it process the markings. At this point, a 
new cycle could begin: the new documents with the 
processed marks can be edited, distributed or archived as 
necessary. 

PADD Infrastructure 
The PADD infrastructure consists of the four components 
shown in Figure 2: a documents database, which records 

the correspondence between digital and physical pages; a 
printer, which provides printout augmented with a pattern 
for pen tracking; a digital pen; and a stroke collector which 
collects strokes from pens, recovers the digital version of 
the document on which they were drawn, and has it process 
the marks. 

Document database 
The role of the document database is to establish and record 
the correspondence between the digital pages of a PADD 
and the sheet ID on which they are printed. At printing 
time, the system first safeguard the original copy of the 
printed document, (not the page description language used 
to print the document), so that the stroke collectors can 
retrieve a fully functional PADD. Then, for each page in 
the document, the system assigns a sheet ID, computes the 
transformation matrix between document space and paper 
space (for example, to take into account possible scaling or 
rotation), and records these pieces of information. It is 
important to save the transformation matrix on a per 
document page basis since several document pages can be 
printed on the same paper page. These pieces of 
information are saved on a per printout basis, so that the 
system can handle the common case in which the same 
document has been printed several times. 
The database also provides access control services to 
manage who can update a PADD and to whom it may be 
sent upon synchronization. Depending on the application at 
hand, access control can be set on a document basis, a page 
per page basis or – since each pen has a unique address – 
who performed the marks.  

 
Figure 2: The PADD infrastructure. When paper affordances are needed, a snapshot of the PADD is stored in the 
database and the PADD is printed. The printer acts like a normal printer but adds a pen-readable pattern to each 
document. Using a digital pen, the document can now be marked like a normal paper document. The strokes collected 
by the pen are sent back to the stroke collector which will retrieve the target PADD from the database, and have it 
process the pen input. The resulting PADD can now be edited, shared, or archived. 

1 

Paper Augmented Digital Documents 
 

François Guimbretière 
Department of Computer Science 
Human-Computer Interaction Lab 

University of Maryland, 
College Park, MD, 20742 

(301) 405 7952 
francois@cs.umd.edu 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
Paper Augmented Digital Documents (PADDs) are digital 
documents that can be manipulated either on a computer 
screen or on paper. PADDs, and the infrastructure 
supporting them, can be seen as a bridge between the 
digital and the paper worlds. As digital documents, PADDs 
are easy to edit, distribute and archive; as paper documents, 
PADDs are easy to navigate, annotate and well accepted in 
social settings. The chimeric nature of PADDs make them 
well suited for many tasks such as proofreading, editing, 
and annotation of large format document like blueprints. 
We are presenting an architecture which supports the 
seamless manipulation of PADDs using today’s 
technologies and reports on the lessons we learned while 
implementing the first PADD system.  
Keywords: Paper Augmented Digital Document, PADD, 
Anoto, Paper based user interface, Digital pen. 

INTRODUCTION 
For several decades, experts have predicted that the advent 
of more powerful and compact computers will result in the 
creation of paperless offices. Yet, as pointed out by Sellen 
et al. in “The Myth of the Paperless Office” [28], the 
consumption of paper is on the rise, and with few 
exceptions, office work still relies heavily on paper. Sellen 
et al. provided a careful analysis of the reason of this state 
of affairs, pointing out the wide gap between paper 
affordances, such as ease of navigation and annotation, 
high information density display, and digital document 
affordances, such as ease of distribution, archival and 
search. 
Many systems have been proposed as solutions to narrow 
this gap. Some, such as the DigitalDesk [30], and Ariel 
[18], proposed bringing digital resources to paper. Others, 
such as Xax [13], Intelligent Paper [7], Audio Notebook 

[29] and Anoto [4], used paper as an input medium. Others 
still, such as the Freestyle system [15] or XLibris [27], 
explored how paper affordances could be provided on 
tablet computers, such as the recent Tablet PC.  
The work presented in this paper explores a fourth track, 
which has been given little attention in the past: 
cohabitation. In this approach, the digital world and the 
paper world are treated on an equal footage: paper and 
computers are simply two different ways to interact with 
Paper Augmented Digital Documents (PADDs) during their 
life cycle (Figure 1). While in the digital realm, PADDs 
offer all the digital affordances, but require the use of a 
computer to access them. While in the paper realm, PADDs 
can only record marks performed on them using a digital 
pen, but they offer all the affordances of paper because they 
do not require the use of a nearby computer. At any time, 
the input gathered on paper can be merged with the original 
document to be processed as a new editing cycle starts.  
We believe that the cohabitation paradigm supported by 
PADDs will prove very powerful since its basic cycle 
reflects the transient role of paper in the few successful 

Figure 1: Life cycle of a Paper Augmented Digital 
Document. PADDs are digital documents, which can 
be manipulated either in the digital world or in the 
paper world. They provide affordances of both 
digital-based and paper-based documents. 

 
 
 
 
 

Literature: 
François Guimbretière “Paper Augmented Digital Documents.” CHI’03
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Bridging the Gap...
• ...between physical and virtual world 

– interactive paper
– 3D printing

• reduced costs: currently $1,500.00
• increased speed: currently too slow
• increased possible complexity of objects
• How could such a cycle of physical print-outs look like 

in the future?

31
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Physical Visualizations
• Simon Stusak

– physical visualizations
– effect on behavior (quantified self) and group 

dynamics.

33
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Designing for mobile technologies
• technological perspective: 

– It’s technology that we can carry around (portable)
• phones, smart watches, google glasses, interactive 

cloth, etc.

• body-centric perspective 
– It’s an interface where input/output is performed 

relative to the body.
• same technology needs to be designed depending on 

its position on the body
• same technology can be controlling objects fixed in 

the world

39

http://turkeytamam.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Smart-Phones.jpg

The body’s spatial relationship with an 
input device effects interaction design 
(how you hold a phone effects touch 
interaction)

http://turkeytamam.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Smart-Phones.jpg
http://turkeytamam.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Smart-Phones.jpg
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do you think of your phone as 
stand-alone device?
• input and output distributed in the environment.
• how to design interaction techniques for such 

environments?

40
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Pan-Zoom on Large Displays

• http://mathieu.nancel.net/videos/CHI_11_CamReady_GoodRes_SD.mov
41
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in/output 
technologies

do you think of your phone as a 
unit?
• it’s a collection of resources we can make use 

of....
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuFIUXfS1kU
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Desktop

context and 
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in/output 
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designing for...
• support
• bimanual interaction
• midas touch
• occlusion
• precision
• limited screen real estate
• precision
• social issues
• fatigue effects
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